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U.S. Equity 75% Hedged
Investment Overview
Green Harvest Asset Management’s Core Index Plus U.S. Equity 75% Hedged Strategy offers investors access to a managed portfolio of passive Exchange Traded
Funds (ETFs) designed to provide 25% of the return of the S&P 500® Index. This strategy employs Green Harvest’s advanced SmartCapture discipline, which is an
active, proprietary process designed to capture tax benefits with a focus on minimization of tracking error. This tax-beneficial investment strategy seeks to reduce
equity market risk and capture tax benefits that may be used to offset capital gains which may improve after-tax performance.
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Strategy Details
Benchmark

25% of the S&P 500 Index

Number of initial holdings*

11

Average ETF Expense Ratio*

0.13%
*Applies to long-only portion of portfolio
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*Tax Benefit Capture (TBC) measures total realized short-term losses during period (YTD through May 2020) divided by account starting value. The TBC opportunity during Q1 2020 was
significant given the sharp declines in equity markets in February and March. As such, these results may not be predictive of future results. Benchmark and index performance is Total
Return. Source: Bloomberg, Green Harvest Asset Management, Orion.

Initial Anchor Holdings (new portfolio as of 6/30/20)
Symbol
XLK
XLV
XLY
XLC
XLF
XLI
XLP
XLU
XLRE
XLE
XLB
SPY

ETF
Technology Select Sector SPDR®
Health Care Select Sector SPDR®
Consumer Discretionary Select Sector SPDR®
Communication Services Select Sector SPDR®
Financial Select Sector SPDR®
Industrial Select Sector SPDR®
Consumer Staples Select Sector SPDR®
Utilities Select Sector SPDR®
Real Estate Select Sector SPDR®
Energy Select Sector SPDR®
Materials Select Sector SPDR®
SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust
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Position Type
Long
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The Green Harvest Difference
First Mover Advantage
Green Harvest is a pioneer in the construction of portfolios of ETFs specifically designed for generating tax alpha. Green Harvest offers a comprehensive, easy to
implement solution for what has been a complex and cumbersome process for HNW investors and wealth managers.
Proprietary Technology
Green Harvest builds portfolios sourced from a carefully curated list of low-cost ETFs selected via our proprietary optimizer. Our tax-sensitive trading software
identifies, targets and facilitates efficient execution throughout the day. Our SmartCapture discipline provides opportunities to generate tax alpha in both rising and
falling markets.
The Best Way to Own ETFs
Green Harvest believes ETFs are far superior to individual securities for building portfolios when the goal is tax alpha. Many asset classes can now be efficiently
replicated with liquid, low-cost ETFs.
Experienced Leadership Team
Senior management has more than 70 years of asset management experience and includes alumni from leading ETF firms.
SmartCapture Investment Process

Investment Team
Robert Holderith
Chief Executive Officer, Chief Product Engineer
Jeff Conway, CFA®
Chief Investment Officer
Solomon Teller, CFA®
Chief Investment Strategist
Denise Gallo
Senior Portfolio Manager, Head of Operations
Three Layers of Tax Efficiency
1. Our strategies use only low-cost ETFs, which are
inherently more tax efficient than most
mutual funds.
2. Our SmartCapture discipline can help offset
realized capital gains inside the portfolio.

3. Tax Benefits may be used to offset realized gains
outside the portfolio.
For more information call 888-79HARVEST or visit www.GreenHarvestAM.com

Performance quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results. Investment return and principal value will fluctuate, so
you may have a gain or loss when the portfolio is liquidated. Current performance may be higher or lower than that quoted. Performance of an
index is not illustrative of any particular investment and does not include the impact of advisory fees. It is not possible to invest directly in an index.
GHAM does not provide tax advice. GHAM works with outside accounting firms and outside tax counsel that provide ongoing guidance and updates on all relevant
tax law. Federal, state and local tax laws are subject to change. GHAM is not responsible for providing clients updates on any changes in tax laws, rules or statutes.
Composite performance calculations based on asset weighted average of all accounts in the strategy. Reasons to harvest capital losses, sources of capital gains and
the suggestion that mutual funds distribute capital gains are for illustrative purposes only.
The availability of tax alpha is highly dependent upon the initial date and time of investment as well as market direction and security volatility during the
investment period. Tax loss harvesting outcomes may vary greatly for clients who invest on different days, weeks, months and all other time periods.

The Strategy takes “short” positions by selling an index ETF that the client portfolio does not own, which exposes the portfolio to costs and risks that are not
associated with owning securities long. Certain of these costs and risks are described in the margin disclosure statement provided to you by the financial institution
holding your account, and we encourage you to discuss those risks and costs with your advisor. The following disclosure discusses the risks related to Green
Harvest’s investment strategy.

A short position has an opposing or “inverse” relationship to a long position on the same asset. Generally, the short index position will lose money when the overall
long portfolio is rising in value, and the short position will increase in value when the long portfolio is losing money. This relationship provides the “hedging”
aspect of the Strategy. Green Harvest seeks to short an index ETF that is expected to have a strong inverse relationship with the strategy benchmark. If the index
ETF underlying the short position deviates from this inverse correlation to the benchmark performance, then the Strategy will not perform as desired, and you
could have limited tax loss harvesting outcomes as well as low or negative portfolio returns. Although the short position is intended as a hedge against negative or
low returns of the markets, the Strategy’s return may be negative. Any dividends paid by ETFs underlying the short position must be paid to the institution lending
the security and thus will not generate income for your account.
Tax loss harvesting opportunities exist when the long portfolio has gains and when the short position has losses. Portfolio losses may result in margin calls from
your financial institution, and when you instruct Green Harvest to sell portfolio assets in response to margin calls, such sales could generate taxable capital gains.
Alternatively, you will be required to add cash to the account in response to margin calls.

Short positions can lead to more volatile performance of the underlying security. In addition, the ETFs underlying short positions may experience periods of low
trading volume or reduced liquidity, which would restrict the ability to enter short positions. In these periods, Green Harvest can seek to enter short positions
through other available transactions, which may have higher transaction costs. All investments are subject to liquidity risk, especially when markets are not
functioning normally. If Green Harvest is unable to acquire or dispose of holdings quickly or at prices that represent perceived market value, then the Strategy
will be negatively impacted. Examples of events that can lead to heightened liquidity risk include domestic and foreign economic crises, natural disasters, political
instability, and regulatory changes.
Initial Anchor Holdings are as of the date stated and are subject to change.

All data and conclusions derived from data in this factsheet are unaudited and their reliability and accuracy is not guaranteed.
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